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Conviction / Criminal Record

Finding of GuiltNo finding of guilt; No Criminal Record

WITHDRAWAL
Crown “drops” charges.
Ideal but uncommon
outcome. May occur
when Crown unable to
locate key witness; has
‘no reasonable prospect
of conviction’; or where
prosecuting is contrary
to public interest.

Note: The above diagram pertains to adult accused; sentencing guidelines and dispositions vary for Young Offenders (i.e. persons between the ages of 12 - 17).

Note: For visual ease and simplicity purposes, several facets of the sentencing regime are not reflected in the above diagram. Such factors include but are not limited to:
statutory prerequisites, mandatory minimums, criminal fines and victim surcharge fines, offender registries and designations, vulnerable sector and youth records, etc.

DIVERSION
Crown agrees to
withdraw charges if
Accused takes some
responsibility for
their actions, e.g. by
doing community
service, making a
donation, writing an
apology letter, etc.

PEACE BOND
Crown agrees to
withdraw charges in
exchange for Accused
agreeing to be bound
by certain conditions
(e.g. keep the peace,
do not contact [X], etc.).
Generally in effect for
a 12-month duration.

DISCHARGE
A finding of guilt
but not a
“criminal record”.
Conditional
Discharges include
conditions of
probation
whereas Absolute
Discharges do not.

SUSPENDED
SENTENCE
A criminal
conviction but
no jail time;
includes
terms of
probation
that can last
up to 3 years.

CONDITIONAL
SENTENCE
Commonly known
as “house arrest”;
Accused serves
sentence in the
community, albeit
under restrictions.
Only available for
certain offences.

CUSTODIAL
SENTENCE
Accused serves
sentence in
provincial jail, or
penitentiary.
Intermittent (i.e.
weekends) may
be possible if jail
term < 90 days.


